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.,ABSIRACT
.,MiChigan State Universitz d4veloped a new'

instructional model-which is a more comprehefisive approach involving,
several instructional-devel4ment!coniuItanta working with a gioup of
flculty, a department, or ankentireitollege. It.involves.spectfic.
agreements betpeen clients and consultants before beginning the
instructional development projects.regarding specific
responsibilities and the means for ,upgrading the faculty' in neeessary,
instructional development skills. Heavy emphasis isAllaced on
formative evaluation and revision and systems approath. To .implement
the new model, consultants' skills and interests were coordinzited
with.the type 0 projects being undertaken and an instructional
development audiovisual 'package was prepitred; then miuiprojects were
run in.various.departients to.try out'a variety of approaches.
Graphic models .of the new process are appended. (JY)
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Objectives: -

7 -
6

Following his presentation, should (will?) be ableto:

tir1.. Recog ze the differences between the old and the new MSU ID godels.

...----

2. Describe key features e.f the new MSU ID Mddel. .

3. Describe how the gran itidn to new MSU ID Model is being
accomplished.

4. Go away loving the new MS ID gbdel....

4

. .

SometiMei.Change may be justi ied by the canny instructional developer as.
a meahi for convincing our respec ve institutions that we are really doing some-

. thing. Further, "change for change's sake," is entertaining, and can consume
most of the time that we woUldotherwise anxiously spend attempting to develop
instruction. There is no concrete evidence that either of these feasonsinoti-
vated those responsible for the new MS ID Model calle'the "Institutional
Approachto Instructional Improvement IAN)." '

4 '

This presentation is partly a salute to he who said "There Is nothing new
under the.Sun, only a re- arrangement.of parts." For some time, the various- "parts"
of the MSU ID Mbdel have existed in various stages of development in the various
ID programs across the country' Instructional developers at MSU have recomposed
those parts to better fit theories and preachments of Instructional Development
(ID), Faculty Development (FD), and Organizational Development-(OD)- Like many
of you, we at MSU' have been using a modification of the nine step-Instructional
Development (I0I) Model (see Attachment A), conjoined with Barsonian heuristics
and -what is popularly termed the.°Lone Ranger",approachto instructional develop-
ment. For those of you not famillar.with'the latter terminology, the "Lone

.1;0:
where we assist in snlvin prob-
lem while keeping our mask intact. We then ride off into the sunset often0 without knowirm'the effects of our intervention on the.target-lnstruction, or .

on related instruction. While thispfocedure has given uS,a'fair reputation,

0 it has left some gueition in our minds about long term effects on instruction.
We suspect the skills and the flair of the "Lone Ranger" approach will continue ,s

0 to be necessary to our individual andbollective success in ID, but we are
equally sure that the approach is not sufficient to carry out!the effective,

0 efficient, and relevant instructional development called for and of which we are
capable. .

H
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Summary of the Mew 4SUE(.611

The.new.MSU instructional. development model a more compr ensivp approach
which involves several ID consultants working. with a nrOup offaculty, a.depart-
ment,sor an entire college. It involves v:fectfic Agreements between clients And'

. consultants before beginning the ID project.regilrding specific responsi6ilitieS,

. and on means for up-graafng,the faculty in necessary ID skills.

'The primary 'focus Of the new ID Model is On improving the climate for
innovation Withinthe clients' social systeM. This may involve increasing
faculty members% knowledge aneskills,-changing aattudes and goals, revising
organizational structure, management techniques,. and/or reward systems. This'
Includes the application of the "Expanding Mucleue techniqu, for involving
increasingly.larger numbers of-faculty by:using specific ID principles and '

heuristiq (see Attachment B). way'responsibility.for en-going"instruc-
tional development becomes the responsibility -of the client rather than the ID.
consultant, Given,the aeceptanCe of that responsibility and their.capability to
control the pace and direction of ID derkyities,.there isless likeltheo4 of
clients turning into ID casualties.

In addition, the new Model.takes into consideration the effeeti'of subsystems,
'related systemss and saprasystem on the successful installation.and maintenance
,of the newly developed system..'A caref61 interface analysis (see Attachment C)

- is carried out to ensure that the communication ofsnecessary information takes
. place among key systems.

. .

Unlike the old -.ID Model, the new model placs heavy emphasison continuous
formative evaluation and revision. This is essential since the focus is not on
product but on faculty knowledge and skirls so that consultant assis-
tance can be gradually withdrawn (see-Attachment D for,an outline of the guide-

4 lines for use of the JAII-Nodel in,sequence). A careful look at the next section
should more clearly distinguish oul--"new" institutional approach.(JAII),,from the
"Lone'Ranger" approach.

I

Key Differences Between the Old and the New

vir
Lone Ranger Approach

1, Major criteria for a ceptance or
recruitment of clie is was that
(a) they should be tilling to work
with us, and (b) th t resources
were available for mpleting the
JD task.

2. .Accept the client's opinion about
the value of the proposed instruc-'
tional- development

3. Client and IDer's rolps evolve as

JAII

1. Major criteria for acceptance is
(a) that the proposed development
.can positively effect the larger
instructional program, (b) that
the-client's administrators and
fellow faculty are supportive, and
(c) that the 'produced instructional
development will be maintained or
.expanded.

2. Complete a "needs" or "frbnt'end
analysis" of the proposal before
committing ID resources.

'3. Respective roles and input-outPut
the devplopment.proceeds. timelines predetermined. .,

3,

4

.



Usu Ily develops one.or more
orients of a course.. corn

5. Training of client in' ID, FD, and
OD :skills is *hazard and does not
consider the application of those
skflls in the client's environment.

I- .3

1'

j

4. Usual4y develops at least one oi
more courses, with an understanding
that other related courses in the
program will be developedor mqdi7
fled to complement the newly
developed instruction,.

5. Training of -Meaty and administra-
,. tors and support personnel_is s

systematic and timely. i .

6. Gentleman's (.person'i) agreement 6.
vaguely constructed by beth client
and instructidhal deveipper.

7. Little attention' paid to the ' 7.
client'S organizational tructure,

.

or to the effect of that structure
on the viability of the proposed,

. instructional development. .

8. Leave tht client as soon as the
agreed on, instructional-product
or process is completed.

/

9. Little or no pose-evaluation_of as

, the effects of the ID products

145. IDer usually woks alone.

H. Do not provideskillsrequired
to maintain the ,instructional
development after the IDer has

,- withdrawn.

12. Little' training of faculty to
',carry out ID functions.

40,

4

Transactfonal contract where bob
Client and IDer's responsibility
are clearly specified and agreed
to, where conditions of the conTlAct
are the product of mutual planhilig.

:Analyze relevant system and sub-
system interfaces of the client's
management and instructional systems
and make'recommendations for the '
required organizational changes..

8. Gradually phase ourselves out as
the installed ID product becomes
operational and viable .7

9. Extensive followup to determine
success of both:ourselves 'And the
client.

10. IDer acts a$,,Oridge between client-
9nd instretiopAl development

. 'center personnel. ID teams -formed
to prOvide for the ID need at
different points in the development
0roceSs.

_ Ili jrains,1c1ient in use of learning
packages for orienting new faculty

"members, etc., and in managing the
ohanged.instructiopal system.

t .

12. As the instruction progresses,
client4faquIty are trained to carry

:
out.ceftain ID skills (like"deter-
mining prqgram competehcies, writing
objectives, developing specs for
modules, etc.) so that IDers can
use their time for more complex
ID,tas,ks.

I
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13. Little responsibility for main-
tenance and improvement of
installed instructional systems.

14. Attempt to carry out a large
number ,of biobjects'

concentrating on *shOrt-term
effects.

15. No sifq;Us attempt to develop
, .

acceptance and willingness to
participate in other'faCulty
within the Client's system.,

13. "Assist client in developing an
assessment/revision component that
Sri11, ensure appropr4ate-confirming
and corrective feedback to studepts,
andillAnsure a means for deter-'
mining program inadequaiies and
correcting them.

.

14. To carry out a smaller number of
large ID projects concentratimon.

ti 6
long-term effects and spread -of
effects.

,

15. Using the expanding nuclei tech-
nique which gradually increases
the number of partiC4pating faculty.

Transition From the Old to. the New

Three specific steps are being-taken to implement the new model. FiAt, ID,
consultants' skills and interests are,beingtoordinated.with the ty0e of ID=
projects being 'undertaken'tos overcome -the "Lone Ranger" approach. This is 'done

by identifying faculty needs end ,interests'at their fdculty',s most receptive
time- -the .most teachable moment: 'The appropriate consultants are then brOught

to work on the project. .When those tiwific needs:are met, other,faCulty are
assigned as .dew problems or needs are identifjed. It is also possible that one
or more consultants may be.assigned to permanently work with a group orcTients
to ebsurse continuity. 6-

4'
A second step in the transition process is the developmentof Ockiged ID.

instruction. These packages may take the form of standardized workshops, slide-
tire presentatlons,'printed programmed instruction, etc. Current efforts have
focused on developing packages dealing with.large-grdup instruction, micro-teaching;
writing gbjectives, small.group instruction, mastery learning, and developing
slide-tape presentations.

In the third step, mini-IAII projects are being run in various departments
*Jere we are trying Out a.variety of approaches and ID packages related to imple-

, mentation of the larger LAU Model. These departmegts include Nursing, Journalism,
Dietetics, Family. Ecology, and Instructional DevelopMent and Technology.

The fourth step involves,seeking,outside funding to work with an entire
college,or department.

1

.
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DEFINE

DEVELOP

A EVALUATE

ATTACHMENT A

'THE INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEM *~

-
t .

Function 1
. .

IDENTIFY P.RDBLEM
- Assess Needs

p Establish Priorities
`State problem

'

. .

Function 2

. ANALYZE SETTING
.

. Audience
Conditions

, Relevant Resources

Function.? .

ORGANIZE MANAGEMENT

Talks.
Responsibilities
Timelines

,

' .
.Function 4

I OENTIFYOBJECTIVES
Terminal
Enabling

Function 6.
.

SPECIFY METHODS

r' Learning
Instruction

'Midis

.

Function 6 . i
6.4iNSTR.UCT PROTOTYPES,-

Instructional Materiels
Evaluation Motorists

Puna ion 7 .

TEST PROTOTYPES

Conduct Tryouts -

Collect Evaluation Data

.

. i.., Function B .

(..-
ANALYZE RESULTS

Objectives .
Methods

. Evaluation TedsnIteet

,
Function.

IMPLEMENT /RECYCLE

Review.
Dodd*
Act'

-./

STAGE I: DEFINE .

Function

. 4Function.2: ANALYZE SETTING
Collecting and locating pertinent information On the instructiorial setting
(audience, conditions, end relevant resources) as It relatesio the profiler°
statement in Function 1.

DEFINITIONS OF THE FUNCTIONS

IDENTIFY PROBLEM
Assessing needs, establishing priorities, identifyin% symptoms, end clearly stating
a particular problem and tentative solution as agreed'upon by all concerned.

a

Function 3: ORGANIZE MANAGEMENT
Flanging those activities ne3essary for management such as specifying tasks, as-
signing responsibilities,-e41 developing time schedules.

6
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ATTACHMENT A (Continued) //f -

.
.

tl.

.

STAG: DEVELOP
. .

0 . . .

6

Fuhctipn 4: IDENT1F.Y OBJECTIVES .
Specifying terminal and enabling objectives the learner will be able todemon.

.0.

.

. -

strate as a result of instruction. s

S

Function 5: SPECIFY METHODS' .
_.

.
1 Determining those instructional strategies, materials, and resources that will maxi-

. mite learning of a specific objective for a particular content, learner, and type of
learning. , .

Function 6: CONSTRUCT PROTOTYPES
.-

)
N

.

. Selecting, designing, developing,' producing, and assembling all materials for the
tryout and evaluation of aninstrpctional package or packages b

STAGE III: EVALUATE
. 0.

,

...................... ...

Function 7: TEST PROTOTYPES .
Trying out instructional prototypes with a representative sample of the student
audience and collecting and regarding evaluation data.4

Function 8: ' ANALYZE RESULTS
Analyzing and interpreting data from the tryout and all previous Instructional
Development functions such as the objectivei, methods, and evaluation techniques.

6 .

FunCtion 9: IMPLEMENT/RECYCLE
Reviewing the Instructional Development Process and making p decision toil-nolo.
meet on a full scale as designed or to return to previous functiong for revision or
modification,

. I ,

r . 0
6

4 4.F m the Instructional Development Institute developed by the Univertity
4

Co sortium. -

- s

e-

.

.,

.

e

\
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ATTACHNEUT B

ID PRUCIPLES AHD HEURISTICS FOR IRVOLVING FACULTY
I

Principle of Successive Approximations

Given that an institution.intemted in adopting a competency based
inOructional (CBS,} program is primatlily limited to the internal resources and
skills' presently available to it, if it chooses.to develop the entire program by
successive approximations consistently guided 10 the "heuristics" and the prin-
ciples of CBI management, the likelihood of success will Be siOnificantly greater
than if it follows a classical development model. '

Principle of Structure:Induced Practice

If a person whose attitude is negative towards CBI or uncooperative, then
involvement in'a structure with significant others will resat in,the person
becoming more positive and cooperative towed CBI, and more willing to expend

4.
additional energy-toward the enhancement of the program.

PrinciOte of Selective Negjigence

Ignore.thoge tasks that can be put off. : .
I

Accumulative Feedback Effect Principle .
.

4
,

If faculty members who are involved with-the development or the operation
of a CBI prograg no matter how tangentially, are consistently provided appropriate
information at the most opportun"e times, they will become more willing to be '+

-involved. r
t

,

Heuristics of-CBI Management

The heuristics- here are a collection of pragmaticrules.for rogram adoption.
4 il

0

1. Work within the rules of theexisting management systeM whe're ossible.

2. Whenever the operation of the new system.makes changes in the existing manage- 4

meat system necessary, use formal mechanisms for change that are built,into
the old system, whenever possible. -

.

41

3. Do not ask individuals or groups to make decisi ns when such decisions fall
outside their defined function,or when reipon ib4 parties lack sufficient
information to make the most appropriate deci ion--especially when they have
great'detision making power.

4. When it is necessary to ask a relatively uninformed group to make decisions,
.always provide them with one or more model altArnatives.

5. Always keep the key elements of a decisiowor a plan visible to those who
are or may be affected by the decision or plan.

6. Always provide opportunity for input and decision making fdr .those who are,
or may be affected by a developing. system.

7. In beginning a CBI program, or a project within it, concentrate managerial
energies on interested or willing individuals.

8
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ATTACHNEW B (continued)

** s. si x

.

8. Do not press involvement of proposing uMinterested.faculty, students, or
administrators forAshort.term gains..

.

.
.

. ..
.

. . 9. .Be alert to and counteract conversational or behavioral holding actions that
are designed to dissipate orredirect-your, 'management system's en9rgies.

... .
.

4 . 41,KC-
'10. Keep all the interactionspolOnvolved fagplty, students, .and admIntArators

task oriented. ''
... .

These heuristics have proven useful under a variety of circumstances.
any set of tools their uses are subject. to the valuevand purposes of thos
applying their.

r'
a

o

A .

-
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ATTACAMENT C ,

o ..

cr

0 . 11' INTERFACE ANALYSIS

. -
.

Interface Analysis - the systematic analysis of interfaces among system and
subsystem boundaries

.

Specfficalli it is, the systematic determination of theinformation generated by
and received by, a subcomponent or a subsystem of asyttem in terms of:.

.. , .
1. The perceived destination of the generated information.

..

2. The actual use to-which the gdnerated-information should'be pu$ t.°

/

The percaived,source of incoming'or received information.
- '

i 4. The degree of u.se of the received information.

5. 'Determination of what infotimation should be generated by a component, its*
function, and destination. AK 4 '

Air

6. Determination of'What information should be received by a. component and its'
function. .

7. Dfierminatlon of the appropriate form of generated and received information.,

-

B. Determination of the time ofgenerate'and.reseived information.

9. Deteribination of variance betWeenexisting generated and received information
and required information. ,

1
TO. Determination of who is formally responyible for - generating, receiving, and ,

applyinvinfbrmation within the subsystem.
. . . .. .

. . i

11. Ditdr;dination of the actual generators and receivers of information in a
system. P

12. Determination of the idechanismaiusell,to transmit generated and received
information. .

I
4

Jr

Vr

A.

10.

(From "CBE Management Workshop" paCkage developed by Cats*Gen6y.) .

4
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ATTACHMENT D

.

MU, IA1I 'MODEL

INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH TO. IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION

'

. Guidelines for the MSU IAII Model, in'their approximate- sequence, are
The model :is designed to let maximumspread of effect from efforts by
Development and Telecommunication Services (ID&TS).

A.

presented below.
the Instruction

4 -/

I Accept or recruit clients on basis. of instructional program-improvement rather I
than individual course improvtment per se,

. ,

-.:

I Accept or recruit clients on the basis of potential for maintaining or expandingl
1 instructional program improvpments facilitated by ID&TS.

.
O

-''

accept only those clients w o nave strong support.trola their ey administrators
of their organization.

4

Assist the client i n specifying the desired-terminal outcomes of the, J.nstrup-
tion ram.f 'rovement.

Analyze relevant syttal and subsystem interfaCet of the client`s management and
instructional systems.

Develop' plan that'integrates available instructional improvement packages, id
sequence with other essential progrdm development components and strategtes, for
the improvement of the clients management and instructional systems.

i
Draw up an agreement betwe ID4Sit and the client specifying the fretponsibili ties
of each in the program impr vdment project(s), and the criteria far assessing- -
success, with understanding 'hat ID&TS support will be 'withdrawn if client , th,

responsibilties are not met. ... - -

Train clients in the use of available instructional ImprOVeMent.packages in
order to free C&ES staff to' develop and maintain integrattO components or
trate ies no 'rovided in the acka es.

1$

. "

s appropr ate c lent facu ty' eve pp spec c f D, or' m n ma ecompe-
%tencies, they assume responsibility' for developing and maintaining' the part of
,the "program calling for these thus etleasing.IDUS staff for ottfet$
responsibilities. .

tea

roug t instrac on. improvement pac at s a Other s'treteg es a cri t
ill mass of organized:alai . -Velopment arils, fadulty developnient skills, instruc -t

-----J--" tonal dgeblopmedt skill, are.obtaineWap that ,the client becomes selfr.:

. . sustaining in-maintaining and continuin0"idsttuotiOnal improvement after' ID&TS .
assistance is withdrawn. ,' . 7 _tic . .

.1*
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,A LITTLE' HELP FR011 OUR FRIENDS

r
;It 1E

.. (-or anonymous)
0 2 4 f are '

.. 9
- . .... .

I. Using' the letters. (A, C etc.).'-C,, etc. alongside the st4ps ip the handout ,.
entitled "Catalytic Plodel,".as a map, lease`provide critical feedback ;
about any .of the- parts' of our.IAII Model that you think are .appropriate:* . 0 0

$
1

V .4 r i ,
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10
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/ 7 4 .
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4 , 0 2 v
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4 i .. ' i '.1 .

ri.:.:-Please inAicate any elements that you..think are missing,. or any. factors".

. -4.
'. that, should be iakgvin.to-Aocbunt, that we..maynot be considering),
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